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Who told the history of the Universe so far?



CNB ~ 1 sec CMB ~ 380k yr



Neutrino Mass and Future Observations
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where the second term in the integrand is the redshifted
velocity p=E, with p0 the current neutrino momentum. The
neutrino temperature today is T" ¼ 1:95 % 10& 4 eV, so
there will be a range of p0’s drawn from a Fermi-Dirac
distribution, each of which will be associated with a differ-
ent distance to the LSS. Figure 1 plots this distance as a
function of neutrino mass for two different values of the
present day neutrino momentum.

Since neutrinos with different momenta arrive from
different distances (Ref. [20] also mentioned this feature
of neutrinos and proposed to exploit it to test the
Copernican principle), the last scattering surface of the
CNB is quite broad compared to that of the CMB. To
quantify this, we can define the probability that a neutrino
last scattered a distance ! away from us, or the visibility
function
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where the equality uses the chain rule; the first differential
probability is given by the massless Fermi-Dirac distribu-
tion [21]:
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and the second term on the right is obtained by differ-
entiating Eq. (3).
Figure 2 displays the probability that a neutrino with a

given mass arrived from a distance !. Note for all masses
above 10& 4 eV, the spread in arrival distances is much
larger than the spread in the CMB last scattering surface.
The width of the CNB and CMB last scattering surfaces
have different origins: the CMB does not have an infinitely
thin last scattering surface because the process of recom-
bination, and therefore decoupling, extends over a finite
time period. The CNB last scattering surface is thick,
reflecting the different velocities of the different momenta
in the Fermi-Dirac distributions.
One might ask about the last scattering surface of heav-

ier particles, such as sterile neutrinos or ordinary cold dark
matter particles. Those that become nonrelativistic before
equality travel a distance of order the comoving horizon at
equality (136Mpc) times the comoving velocity at equality
[ðp0=mÞ=aEQ]. A keV sterile neutrino therefore would have
a last scattering surface of order a Mpc away. For particles
more massive than this—e.g., cold dark matter—their LSS
is so close that the distance traveled in a straight line
(before gravity in our halo started moving them around)
was negligible. So in some sense, the question ceases to
make much sense for masses above a keV. Some of these
considerations apply even to light neutrinos in our Galaxy:
to determine what has happened to these neutrinos re-
cently, one must carry out simulations along the lines of
those presented in [22].
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FIG. 1 (color online). The comoving distance traveled by a
massive neutrino since decoupling until today as a function of
mass for two different values of the neutrino momentum.
Neutrinos with smaller momenta are traveling more slowly
and therefore travel a shorter distance. Note that for masses
above 10& 4 eV, the neutrino LSS is much closer than that of the
CMB.
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FIG. 2 (color online). The probability that a neutrino with
mass m last scatters at a given comoving distance from us (the
visibility function). Massive neutrinos travel more slowly than
massless neutrinos so arrive here from much closer distances.
Also shown is the last scattering surface of the cosmic micro-
wave background, virtually indistinguishable from that of an
m" ¼ 10& 4 eV neutrino.
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At less than 1 second after the Big Bang, nearly 50% of the total
energy density of the Universe was in the form of neutrino kinetic
energy. This is the time when neutrinos thermally decoupled from
matter and began free-streaming through the Universe.

~ 13.7 billion light 
years

(h~0.7)

m=0.05 
eV

m=1 eV

Due the finite mass of the neutrinos and Hubble expansion, the relic neutrinos that arrive at Earth today (after 
13.7 billion years of waiting for them) originate from distances less than 2 billion light years away.
With extensive galaxy cluster survey data seen with optical and infra-red, we can directly compare to the 
original seeds of structure recorded by the neutrinos – two images of the same location in space separated by 
over 10 billion years.

http://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.103.171301
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Detection principle 
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Why Tritium target?

• High cross-section for neutrino capture

• Sizeable lifetime

• Low Q-value

• Tritium beta decay ~1015 Bq/gram

PTOLEMY collaboration JCAP 1907 (2019) 047



PTOLEMY experiment
• Goal:

1. Find evidence for CνB

2. Accurate measurement of neutrino mass

3. Light DM detection (not discussed in this talk)

• Key challenges:

1. Extreme energy resolution is required

2. Extreme background rates from the target
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Block Diagram of the PTOLEMY Spectrometer

1 meter

~18.6keV @ 1T
~1 eV @ 1 Gauss

R&D Program:
Small-scale resolution
studies and Filter
Concept evaluation

Principle of Operation:
1. Electrons from weakly-bound tritium originate from a cold target surface.
2. Electrons drift through an RF Antenna region where the electron momentum 

components are measured to ~ few eV resolution.
3. Filter electrodes are set ~ 1 msec in advance of electrons entering filter.
4. Kinetic energy of electrons drained as they climb a potential under gradient-B 

drift.
5. Electrons of ~ few eV in a low B field region are transported into a micro-

calorimeter.



Physical Layout of First Spectrometer

1 meter

(Left) Cross-Sectional View (Sliced in Half):  Red – Iron Yoke, Pink – Current Coils, Brown – Electrodes, Rainbow 

Map of Magnet Field Lines
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Experiments under a mountain

Dark matter, Relic neutrino’s and why I believe in the BB

We are here at the
moment 



Light Dark Matter search
Side project potentially very much interesting

1. Hochberg, et. al, 2016. “Directional Detection of Dark Matter with 2D Targets", Phys. Lett. B772, (2017), 239.
2. GL Cavoto et. Al, “Sub-GeV Dark Matter Detection with Electron Recoils in Carbon Nanotubes “Phys.Lett. B776 

(2018) 338-344

In both papers the interaction of light DM with electrons in C nano-structure are discussed. With two different approaches, some
directionality features of C nano-ribbon or nano-tube structure are shown. Thus a technical run of the PTOLEMY detector without T
would provide interesting results in a region of sensitivity lacking of DM hunting activity. Any electron popping up form C nano-structure
could be signature of DM interaction.
The requirements crucial for the PTOLEMY CNB detection project could be also very much beneficial for Light DM search:

• C with with 14C contamination at better than one per 1018

• electron selection capability
• and very high energy resolution

Paper 1 

Paper 2 



Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso

21 institute and 45 physicists 

World-map of the PTOLEMY Collaboration
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To Conclude

Being a protagonist in the proof of principle of the PTOLEMY concept can
be a great opportunity to engage yourself in interesting challenge in
many fields of physics with enormous publications opportunity.

One day you might be among those that moved forward the threshold
of knowledge towards the discovery of Relic Neutrinos.

Do not forget to take the Jackson from your book shelf and make it your
Bible.


